
Milky Methuselahs  !
Gazing beyond their woeful demesne of glass, row upon row of milk methuselahs map an 
expansive threshold of chaos. They lay hunched and merged at the back of the shelving units, 
amid yoghurts and drinks and stony beverages.!!
Metal trolleys and the faux ground of water upon the floors glisten in the artificial light cast over 
them. Isles disappear down into a dot in the distance; its shelves accompanying either side spread 
open like beckoning arms. !!
A soft whir and the unnecessary air conditioning floods in, putting tropical fruits out of their comfort 
zone with an esoterically chilling artificial breeze. It lets out an occasional lonely murmur, taken 
adrift by the ears of men and women who are browsing the shop longer than actual needed so they 
can stay longer out of the house – longer out of lacklustre void of nothingness. !!
Those, whose childhoods are the breadth of eternity, waltz across floors shrouded in water. 
Sprawled out, meat embraces its slab of white domain, fashioning rising bouquets of smells that 
collide with the looming ceiling. Trolleys fly past, blurring before the milks eyes, steered by 
avaricious pilots. !!
A thin red line separates products that are soldiers lined up, beginning to plummet into the warzone 
of glistening metal shopping trollies. Gunfire of cascading objects battering them, they proceed to 
the checkout. They are thrust upon the conveyor belt, advancing slightly, in marching increments. !!
Crying, murmuring, chatting, winging and comfortable silence engorges the room like a man 
imagines doing to his truckload of supposedly life-sustaining substances. Screams of desires, from 
those too innocent to know any less than naivety, saps energy out of parents tuned into a different 
wavelength to their offspring.!!
The texture of the fridge door is sinuous, entwining and prohibiting. The milk lies dormant, left and 
unneeded inside of it, envious as others are lapped up and omitted into wants and cravings.!!
The milk watches as freshly baked bread entices and consumes the eyes, noses and, later, 
mouths of those he wishes no more than too be taken adrift with. Signs instructing covenants of 
currency and desire lure consumers. !!
Gradually, the milk cartons are lapped up into the digestive tract of the trollies, leaving only one, 
the true milky Methuselah, gazing into the firmament. !!
O, why can’t it be like its brethren? To be outside of the glass door, within the boundless reverie of 
outside, amid the jostling and hastening business and amongst the engaging throng of wants 
would surely be to be free? Longingly it begrudges the outside, and desires so much to be desired. 
Hue engages the scene, sending light gushing and the methuselah suddenly prepares to be free 
and wanted. Artificial light is cast in as the door opens! Rapture awaits, surely!!!
And, the Tannoy mummers, “Clean up on isle three”.


